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AimAim

to present a strategy for developing process to present a strategy for developing process 
simulations based on the science of simulations based on the science of 
organizations,organizations,
to promote the significance of modeling to promote the significance of modeling 
cooperation mechanisms in software cooperation mechanisms in software 
developmentdevelopment
to demonstrate an approach for modeling and to demonstrate an approach for modeling and 
simulating iterative, timesimulating iterative, time--bound, adaptive, bound, adaptive, 
incremental, convergent, peopleincremental, convergent, people--oriented oriented 
processes.   processes.   



PlanPlan

Motivation: Exploring the impact of Motivation: Exploring the impact of 
organizational dynamicsorganizational dynamics
Context: Agile software development with RUPContext: Agile software development with RUP
Organizational concepts for software process Organizational concepts for software process 
simulationsimulation
TeamTeam--RUP: An agentRUP: An agent--based framework for based framework for 
cooperative team behavior simulationcooperative team behavior simulation
A case study: Effects of environmental A case study: Effects of environmental 
turbulence on development organizationsturbulence on development organizations
ConclusionsConclusions



Motivation: Organizational Dynamics and  Motivation: Organizational Dynamics and  
Software DevelopmentSoftware Development

Software production methods are Software production methods are 
enacted via interactions of software teams that enacted via interactions of software teams that 
cooperate to build software (Sawyer 1994).cooperate to build software (Sawyer 1994).
carried out by teams of people that have to be carried out by teams of people that have to be 
coordinated within an organizational structure. coordinated within an organizational structure. 

Human organizations, including software Human organizations, including software 
development organizations, development organizations, 

(1) continually acquire, manipulate, and produce (1) continually acquire, manipulate, and produce 
artifacts through joint cooperative activities and artifacts through joint cooperative activities and 
(2) are comprised of multiple distributed agents that (2) are comprised of multiple distributed agents that 
exhibit collective properties by communication, exhibit collective properties by communication, 
collaboration, and coordination.collaboration, and coordination.



Motivation (contnMotivation (contn’’d)d)

a better balance between foundational a better balance between foundational 
knowledge of engineering of software on the one knowledge of engineering of software on the one 
hand, and human, social, and organizational hand, and human, social, and organizational 
dynamics on the other handdynamics on the other hand is neededis needed
Our work on the organizationOur work on the organization--theoretic theoretic 
perspective of process modeling entails perspective of process modeling entails 
characterizing characterizing 

the components of organizational design and the components of organizational design and 
types of organizational paradigms (team archetypes) types of organizational paradigms (team archetypes) 
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Context: Agile Development with RUPContext: Agile Development with RUP

The state of software development is poor (Standish Group)The state of software development is poor (Standish Group)
Only 16.2% of software development projects are completed on timOnly 16.2% of software development projects are completed on timee
Among projects completed by large companies, only 42% of the Among projects completed by large companies, only 42% of the 
originallyoriginally--proposed features and functions were implemented.proposed features and functions were implemented.

WhatWhat’’s a primary cause:  Turbulences a primary cause:  Turbulence
Requirements changeRequirements change
Employee TurnoverEmployee Turnover

WhatWhat’’s been proposed:  Agilitys been proposed:  Agility
Early and continuous delivery of softwareEarly and continuous delivery of software
Welcoming changing requirementsWelcoming changing requirements
Working software is the primary measure of progressWorking software is the primary measure of progress

WhatWhat’’s lacking:s lacking:
Research into the relative effect of turbulence on organizationsResearch into the relative effect of turbulence on organizations



Rational Unified Process (RUP)Rational Unified Process (RUP)

One of the most widely used software process One of the most widely used software process 
frameworks used in industry todayframeworks used in industry today
IterativeIterative

TimeTime--boxedboxed
Assumes requirements changeAssumes requirements change

IncrementalIncremental
No throwNo throw--away prototypingaway prototyping
Each iteration produces pieces of the final productEach iteration produces pieces of the final product
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Organizational Concepts for Organizational Concepts for 
Software Process SimulationSoftware Process Simulation



Organization DesignOrganization Design

Structure of the organization includes a set Structure of the organization includes a set 
of relations involvingof relations involving

its members (i.e., agents), its members (i.e., agents), 
skills and resources, skills and resources, 
tasktask--resource, taskresource, task--skill, resource access, skill, resource access, 
tasktask--precedence, and task assignment are precedence, and task assignment are 
among the fundamental elements of among the fundamental elements of 
organizational structure organizational structure 



Organizational Behavior ModeratorsOrganizational Behavior Moderators

Behavior moderators or stressors such as Behavior moderators or stressors such as 
time pressure, deadlines, turnover, trust, time pressure, deadlines, turnover, trust, 
reward mechanisms, influence the reward mechanisms, influence the 
observed behavior of a software process. observed behavior of a software process. 



Organizational Roles and Organizational Roles and 
Intelligent AgentsIntelligent Agents

Goal: B
Environment Me him/her

Objectives

Resources

Environment
Perceptions

Actions

communication

Objects



Organizational Strategy and ParadigmsOrganizational Strategy and Paradigms

The strategy of an organization is its future The strategy of an organization is its future 
intention of how it will attain its objectives that intention of how it will attain its objectives that 
are designated by the organizational are designated by the organizational 
performance model. performance model. 
A strategy is realized in terms of cooperation A strategy is realized in terms of cooperation 
mechanisms that require coordination and mechanisms that require coordination and 
collaboration among the members of the collaboration among the members of the 
organization. organization. 

planning, rules, mutual agreement, and hierarchy. planning, rules, mutual agreement, and hierarchy. 



Organizational ParadigmsOrganizational Paradigms

Constantine, L. (1993).  Work Organization:  Constantine, L. (1993).  Work Organization:  
Paradigms for Project Management and Paradigms for Project Management and 
Organization. Organization. Communications of the ACMCommunications of the ACM, , 
3636(10), 35(10), 35--43.43.



TaskTask--Environment ModelEnvironment Model

Refers to the environmental and task Refers to the environmental and task 
characteristics that affect the performance characteristics that affect the performance 
of the organization. of the organization. 
Characteristics include type, size, rate of Characteristics include type, size, rate of 
change, uncertainty, interdependence, change, uncertainty, interdependence, 
complexity, and granularity of tasks. complexity, and granularity of tasks. 
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TeamTeam--RUP: An AgentRUP: An Agent--based Framework for based Framework for 
Cooperative Team Behavior SimulationCooperative Team Behavior Simulation

Organizational StructureOrganizational Structure

Project
Manager

Design 
Manager

Leader 1 Leader n

Designer 1 Coder1 Tester1 Designer n Coder n Tester n

<<Black Box>>

Requirements 
Elicitation and 

Analysis

<<Black Box>>

Independent 
Testing Group

- Team-RUP is structured 
as a hierarchy of agents. 
- It consists of a project 
manager, a design 
manager, and teams of 
engineers.



TeamTeam--RUP Task ModelRUP Task Model

Project Configuration Project Configuration C = array of integers.C = array of integers.
Possible Problem Facets Possible Problem Facets 
{(ci,cj) {(ci,cj) εε CxC | i < j}CxC | i < j}

…… cchh ccii ccjj cckk

… h      … i        … j        … k     

Comparing (for order) ch and cj or comparing ci and ck is analogous to 
performing some task associated with (ci,cj).  If (ci,cj) is an inversion 
that is removed as a result of the comparison, the task is primary.  
Otherwise, it is secondary.  Requirements, therefore, are sets of 
inversions.



TeamTeam--RUP Task ModelRUP Task Model

A refresher:A refresher:

1010 22 1212 5050 5555 11 55 3333

1010 22 1212 5050 5555 11 55 3333 Partition

1010 11 55 3333 5555 22 1212 5050 Sort

1010 11 55 3333 5555 22 1212 5050 Partition

55 11 1010 22 1212 3333 5555 5050 Sort

55 11 1010 22 1212 3333 5555 5050 Partition

11 22 55 1010 1212 3333 5050 5555 Sort



Why Shell Sort?Why Shell Sort?

Inversions removed in phases corresponds to iterative Inversions removed in phases corresponds to iterative 
developmentdevelopment
Any later phase of Shell sort does not undo the Any later phase of Shell sort does not undo the ““workwork”” of of 
earlier phases (no throwearlier phases (no throw--away workaway work--products)products)
Inversions introduced after the start of the algorithm but Inversions introduced after the start of the algorithm but 
before the last phase will still be removed (copes with before the last phase will still be removed (copes with 
requirements change)requirements change)
Provides a framework for sorting but relies on secondary Provides a framework for sorting but relies on secondary 
sorting algorithm to do the actual sorting sorting algorithm to do the actual sorting 

A software process does NOT write the code for youA software process does NOT write the code for you
Secondary algorithms allow us to encode team behaviorSecondary algorithms allow us to encode team behavior
Software is engineered, not manufacturedSoftware is engineered, not manufactured



TeamTeam--RUP Behavior ArchetypesRUP Behavior Archetypes



Team Behaviors (list sorting)Team Behaviors (list sorting)

The set of ways to sort a list is infinite but there The set of ways to sort a list is infinite but there 
are relatively few useful strategies.  Can our four are relatively few useful strategies.  Can our four 
team behaviors be team behaviors be patternedpatterned afterafter some of these some of these 
useful strategies?useful strategies?

Autonomous Autonomous (bottom(bottom--up, concurrent)up, concurrent): Merge sort: Merge sort
Asynchronous Asynchronous (top(top--down, concurrent)down, concurrent):  Quick sort:  Quick sort
Agile Agile (bottom(bottom--up, linear)up, linear):  Insertion Sort:  Insertion Sort
Synchronized Synchronized (top(top--down, linear)down, linear): Heap Sort: Heap Sort

WonWon’’t we just be (ret we just be (re--)finding the best sorting )finding the best sorting 
algorithm?algorithm?



Variation on a ThemeVariation on a Theme

TeamTeam--RUP uses idea behind sorting algorithm, RUP uses idea behind sorting algorithm, 
NOT the algorithm itself.NOT the algorithm itself.
Sorting strategy provides a schedule of activities Sorting strategy provides a schedule of activities 
but does not determine how the teams manage but does not determine how the teams manage 
the actual sorting.the actual sorting.
How actual sorting takes place depends on How actual sorting takes place depends on 
parameter settings (e.g., workload) and parameter settings (e.g., workload) and 
qualitative observations concerning team types qualitative observations concerning team types 
(e.g., when possible, components integrated by (e.g., when possible, components integrated by 
their developers).their developers).



Asynchronous Team BehaviorAsynchronous Team Behavior
Concurrent and topConcurrent and top--downdown
StepStep--wise refinement of highwise refinement of high--level requirements level requirements 
into a solutioninto a solution
Systems Engineering approach: Systems Engineering approach: 

concept concept production production operationoperation
(INCOSE)(INCOSE)
Not very adaptiveNot very adaptive

Concurrent coordination strategy slows the Concurrent coordination strategy slows the 
organization as a whole in modifying its approachorganization as a whole in modifying its approach
Turbulence has a more global impact on a project Turbulence has a more global impact on a project 
when a topwhen a top--down approach is utilized.  The plan down approach is utilized.  The plan 
ceases to fit the task (as well).ceases to fit the task (as well).



Asynchronous Team (Quick Sort)Asynchronous Team (Quick Sort)

Design Manager tells a single team to pick Design Manager tells a single team to pick 
a pivot and partition.a pivot and partition.
Design Manager tells teams to perform the Design Manager tells teams to perform the 
same actions on each partition.same actions on each partition.
So forth and so on until partition drops So forth and so on until partition drops 
below the workload threshold.  Then below the workload threshold.  Then 
sorted by a single team.sorted by a single team.



Cooperation Strategy for Cooperation Strategy for 
Asynchronous TeamsAsynchronous Teams



Autonomous BehaviorAutonomous Behavior

Concurrent and bottomConcurrent and bottom--upup
LowLow--level components developed by level components developed by 
independent teams to address specific independent teams to address specific 
functionalityfunctionality
Components integrated to realize entire Components integrated to realize entire 
systemsystem
Cottage IndustryCottage Industry
Adaptation confounded:  BottomAdaptation confounded:  Bottom--up aids, up aids, 
but but ““looseloose”” coordination hinderscoordination hinders



Autonomous (Merge Sort)Autonomous (Merge Sort)
Design Manager creates a work breakDesign Manager creates a work break--down structure, down structure, 
which is essentially the merge sort recursion tree.which is essentially the merge sort recursion tree.

Each node contains a subEach node contains a sub--arrayarray
Each node accessed by a single teamEach node accessed by a single team

Each leaf nodeEach leaf node’’s size is determined by workload s size is determined by workload 
parameter and is assigned to a single team for sortingparameter and is assigned to a single team for sorting
Working its way up the tree, the Design Manager Working its way up the tree, the Design Manager 
assigns each interior node to two teams.  These teams assigns each interior node to two teams.  These teams 
cooperate to merge the children of this node.cooperate to merge the children of this node.

If possible, each chosen team must have been involved in the If possible, each chosen team must have been involved in the 
sorting of the child node of which it is placed in charge.sorting of the child node of which it is placed in charge.
Teams can make mistakes (based on experience) and stalling Teams can make mistakes (based on experience) and stalling 
can occur.  can occur.  



Agile BehaviorAgile Behavior
Linear (as opposed to concurrent) and bottomLinear (as opposed to concurrent) and bottom--
upup
Linear Linear -- ““Business people and developers must Business people and developers must 

work together dailywork together daily throughout the projectthroughout the project””
BottomBottom--up up –– “…“…early and continuousearly and continuous delivery delivery 
of softwareof software””
Bad Advice? Bad Advice? -- “…“…welcome changing welcome changing 
requirements, even late in developmentrequirements, even late in development””
Within a process framework, this is the opposite Within a process framework, this is the opposite 
of the traditional hierarchy.  As such, it shares of the traditional hierarchy.  As such, it shares 
close relationship with Constantineclose relationship with Constantine’’s Random s Random 
archetype.archetype.



Agile (Insertion Sort)Agile (Insertion Sort)

Teams manage values rather than locations.Teams manage values rather than locations.
The number of values a team can actively manage is The number of values a team can actively manage is 
bounded above by the workload parameter value.bounded above by the workload parameter value.
The management of a value becomes passive once it The management of a value becomes passive once it 
is is insertedinserted..

The Design Manager tells teams to insert their The Design Manager tells teams to insert their 
values.values.

Teams communicate to preserve subTeams communicate to preserve sub--list orderlist order
Design Manager keeps up with which team is Design Manager keeps up with which team is 
managing which values.managing which values.



Synchronized BehaviorSynchronized Behavior
Linear and topLinear and top--downdown
Most structured behaviorMost structured behavior
Bureaucracy of expertsBureaucracy of experts
WellWell--defined workflowdefined workflow
Division of labor leads to confounding effects in Division of labor leads to confounding effects in 
terms of efficiency and effectivenessterms of efficiency and effectiveness

Specialist becomes very good at specific taskSpecialist becomes very good at specific task
Blockages in workflow can result if specialist stallsBlockages in workflow can result if specialist stalls

Ability to adapt is confounded as with Ability to adapt is confounded as with 
Autonomous team behaviorAutonomous team behavior



Synchronized (Heap Sort)Synchronized (Heap Sort)
Teams manage contiguous cells of the heap Teams manage contiguous cells of the heap 
array (areas of expertise).array (areas of expertise).
Teams are aware of each otherTeams are aware of each other’’s responsibilities s responsibilities 
independently of the design manager (barn independently of the design manager (barn 
building).building).
ExpertiseExpertise--related tasks bind to values when they related tasks bind to values when they 
enter a teamenter a team’’s region.s region.

Can block the workflow if not completed and Can block the workflow if not completed and heapifyheapify
operation is eminent.operation is eminent.
Greater experience = faster completion of these tasks. Greater experience = faster completion of these tasks. 



ImplementationImplementation
Agents composed of Java objectsAgents composed of Java objects
Plugs into the Repast simulation enginePlugs into the Repast simulation engine
Time advances of fixed widthTime advances of fixed width

1 workday = 15 time ticks1 workday = 15 time ticks
RUP iteration = 300 ticks = 4 fiveRUP iteration = 300 ticks = 4 five--day weeksday weeks

60 time60 time--boxed iterations = 5 yearsboxed iterations = 5 years
1 iteration as warm up1 iteration as warm up
For a single team with medium experience (0.5) to For a single team with medium experience (0.5) to 
implement (sort by self) an array of 3 elements, it implement (sort by self) an array of 3 elements, it 
takes approximately 2 days.takes approximately 2 days.

E[ Implementation time ] = E[ Implementation time ] = componentSizecomponentSize / experience * / experience * 
workTimeParameterworkTimeParameter (current setting is 5 ticks)(current setting is 5 ticks)



The RePast ModelThe RePast Model
•Developed at the University 
of Chicago by Sallach, 
Collier, Howe, and North

•Open source toolkit for 
modeling social agents

•Supports a variety of 
languages including Java, 
C#, and Python

•Includes a variety of 
templates and tools for 
agent modeling and 
graphical representation

•Includes a discrete-event 
scheduler



Model ParametersModel Parameters
Complexity: Percentage of inversions present out of total Complexity: Percentage of inversions present out of total 
possiblepossible
Product Scope: Size of arrayProduct Scope: Size of array
Number of TeamsNumber of Teams
Requirements Stability: The percentage of array Requirements Stability: The percentage of array 
locations that are unchanged between RUP iterations.  locations that are unchanged between RUP iterations.  
Percentage increases with each iteration.Percentage increases with each iteration.
WorkloadWorkload
TurbulenceTurbulence

External turbulence = 100% External turbulence = 100% -- (Requirements Stability)(Requirements Stability)
Internal turbulence: Employee turnoverInternal turbulence: Employee turnover



Internal TurbulenceInternal Turbulence

Members of Members of EngineeringEngineering teams separate from teams separate from 
organization according to a organization according to a ““firing processfiring process””
Firing algorithm based on a moving average of Firing algorithm based on a moving average of 
milestone performance evaluations that occur at milestone performance evaluations that occur at 
the end of each iteration as well as history of the end of each iteration as well as history of 
consecutive failures.consecutive failures.
Firing decreases team experience and can Firing decreases team experience and can 
cause a team to stall.cause a team to stall.



ValidationValidation



DefinitionsDefinitions

Product Size: The number of inversions in the Product Size: The number of inversions in the 
array after warm uparray after warm up
Productive tick:  A tick in which team is not idle.Productive tick:  A tick in which team is not idle.

Measured on a per team basisMeasured on a per team basis

Ticks: Number of time ticks occurring after Ticks: Number of time ticks occurring after 
warm upwarm up
Unit of Functional Content: Cell of PartitionUnit of Functional Content: Cell of Partition

PlannedPlanned
CompletedCompleted 1010 22 1212 5050 5555 11 55 3333

One unit



MetricsMetrics

Based on Practical Software Measurement v. Based on Practical Software Measurement v. 
3.1a (Office of the Under Secretary of Defense 3.1a (Office of the Under Secretary of Defense 
for Acquisition and Technology)for Acquisition and Technology)
Productivity = Productivity = removedInversionsremovedInversions

/ ( Ticks * / ( Ticks * numAgentsnumAgents ))
Staff Utilization = Staff Utilization = ProductiveTicksProductiveTicks / (Ticks/ (Ticks

* * numAgentsnumAgents ))
Timeliness = Timeliness = completedFunctionalContentcompletedFunctionalContent

/ / plannedFunctionalContentplannedFunctionalContent
Quality = 1 Quality = 1 –– remainingInversionsremainingInversions / / productSizeproductSize



Validation of CoordinationValidation of Coordination
Validation Point: Asynchronous systems are less predictable thanValidation Point: Asynchronous systems are less predictable than
synchronous systems (synchronous systems (ShamsiShamsi, Chu, and , Chu, and BrockmeyerBrockmeyer, 2005)., 2005).
Experiment: Looked at standard deviations of response values oveExperiment: Looked at standard deviations of response values over r 
multiple replications and factor settings.multiple replications and factor settings.
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Agile ValidationAgile Validation
Validation Point:  Random (Agile) teams are not inherently efficValidation Point:  Random (Agile) teams are not inherently efficient ient 
(Constantine, 1993).(Constantine, 1993).
Quantify efficiency as ratio of productivity to staff utilizatioQuantify efficiency as ratio of productivity to staff utilizationn
Experiment: Consider efficiency of Agile teams over multiple Experiment: Consider efficiency of Agile teams over multiple 
replications and factor levelsreplications and factor levels
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Agility TestAgility Test
Question to address: Are the claims of the agile Question to address: Are the claims of the agile 
community valid?community valid?
Experiment:  Compare team behaviors in terms of their Experiment:  Compare team behaviors in terms of their 
ability to cope with the combination of internal and ability to cope with the combination of internal and 
external turbulence.external turbulence.
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Team Size TestTeam Size Test
Question: How well do small organizations cope with Question: How well do small organizations cope with 
turbulence?turbulence?
Experiment: Compare teams of different sizes across Experiment: Compare teams of different sizes across 
varying levels of turbulencevarying levels of turbulence



TeamTeam--Size Test Size Test -- QualityQuality
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FindingsFindings
Concurrent teams are most affected by turbulence.Concurrent teams are most affected by turbulence.
With its rigid structure, the Synchronized behavior is the With its rigid structure, the Synchronized behavior is the 
least suited for adaptation to changing requirements with least suited for adaptation to changing requirements with 
firm deadlines.firm deadlines.
Process agility is a valid and useful counterbalance to Process agility is a valid and useful counterbalance to 
the inevitable change involved in most realthe inevitable change involved in most real--world world 
software projects.software projects.
Small organizations should consider adopting a software Small organizations should consider adopting a software 
process that encourages agile behavior.process that encourages agile behavior.
If greater independence among teams is necessitated by If greater independence among teams is necessitated by 
a particular project, a large organization will perform a particular project, a large organization will perform 
significantly better than a smaller one.significantly better than a smaller one.



Future WorkFuture Work

Replace Replace engineering teamengineering team agents with agents with 
individual developer agentsindividual developer agents
Cognitive factors such as stress, trust, and Cognitive factors such as stress, trust, and 
competitioncompetition
Extend agent hierarchy to entire Extend agent hierarchy to entire 
development organization (at present, development organization (at present, 
limited to construction division)limited to construction division)
Multiple requirements arraysMultiple requirements arrays



Questions?Questions?
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